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TROUBLESHOOTING

The Perfect Method, Part l:
What ls Your Goal?

early every chromatographer

needs to do some kind of

method development at one

time or another. 
'!(hether 

your job is

runr-ring a routine licluid chromatography
(LC) method that needs an occasional
"rweak," you need to develop a one-use

method to support chemical synthesis, or

you need a robust method to monltor a

production process, a good understand-

ing of the principles of LC method

development are valuable to know. I have

titled this series "The Perfect Method," a

little tongue-in-cheek, because, at least in

my experience, there is no such thing as

a "perFecr" merhod - every mcthod I

have seen can always be made bettcr.

Herein lies the first principle of method

development: "better is the erremy of

good enough." You can always n-rake the

metl-rod just a littlc better, but it cor-nes

at a cost of time that you might not be

able to afford. Dcvclop a n-retl-rod thtrt is

adequate for the job at hand, then stop.

C)ver the next several months, we'll

look at the subject of LC methocl devcl-

opment in detail. A fLw years ago
(Decen.rber 1999-May 2000), I covered

this topic with a little different emphasis.

In terms of reader feedback, thc series

was one of the most popular discussions

in this column. So we'll look at rnethod

development again with a little different

twist. Before we stalt, though, let me

caution you that this will not be the

final, authoritative treatment on LC

method development. If method devel-

opment is a part of your life in the labo-

ratory. your personal I ibrary should

include reference 1, which I think is the

best book ever written on thc subject.

Where Are You Going?
tWe've all heard Lewis Carroll's quote:

"lf you don't know where you are

going, any road will take you there."

This seems to be the attitude many

chromatograpl-rers take when they start a

method development project. There

doesn't seem to be a goal in mind, and

even if there is one vaguely formulated, it

is felt that a trial-and-error approach will

eventually get the job done. Tiial-and-

error ends up more commonly as error-

and-error, which wastes valuable time

and money. I think that Laurence J.
Peter'.s take on this subject is much more

apropos for method development:
"lf you don't know where you are

going, you will probably end up some-

where else."

And most of us don't have the luxury

of extra timc to spend exploring possibil-
ities that lead us away from our goal.

So wc need a goal. But that can vary

widely. lf you desire that method men-

tioned earlier to use as a quick check of

the purity ofyour synthetic product, a

30-min generic gradient will probably do
rhe iob - rro necd [or anyrhing fancy.

On the other hand, if your method will

need to support a 10,000-sample clinical

study, the energy spent in reducing the
run time from 6 min to 4 min car-r well

be worth thc investment. You could

th ink  o l ra  number  oFd iFFerer r t  c r i te r ia

that you might use to help define your

goals. Herek a list that we use in one of

our method developrnent classes at LC

Resoutces:
r Number of samplers
o Run time
r Number of analytes
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Time (min)

Figure 1: Simulated chromatogram to i l lustrate calculat ion of retention factor, tai l ing fac-
tor, resolut ion, and column plate number.

o Number of matrices
o Sensitiviry
. Reproducibiliry
o Precision and accuracy
r Concentration range

. Qualitative or quantitative

. Equipment or operator limitations
o Sample preparation requlrements
r Validation requirements

rheris,J;;.K.';
no need to discuss each of these criteria

in detai l ,  and some wil l  be more impor-

tant than others for your specific

method. Rarely can you answer all the

questions, but you can make a good

guess in most cases. For example, if you

have two active ingredients to quantify in

a dissolut ion experimenr ar microgram-

per-milliliter concentrations, you can be

much more specific about your answets

than if you are looking at a stabiliry-indi-

cating assay or impuriry profile, where

force-degraded samples can generate

5-30 peaks, some of which can be in the

0.05-0.1% peak area range relative to

the major component. In the latter case,

you know rhar the separation is going to

be more challenging than the former, so

you can start with an experimental setup

that has higher resolving power. A formal

document listing the answer to each of

the criteria questions might not be

required, but it is a good idea to write

out a list of as many of the method char-

acteristics as you can think of Ifthe new

method modif ies a previous one or is

similar to another method, you might be
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able to use the performance criteria of
the existing method as a starting place.

When Are You Done?

You need to have a way to quantify the
endpoint ofyour development efforts so
that you dont fall prey to the "just one
more experiment" trap that can need-
lessly extend the method development
process. You need a some quantitative
measurements to gb with the qualitative
"feel" that your method development is
ready to use. One way to do this is to
follow the recommendations of regula-

tory agencies. For example, the US Food

and Drug Administrationt Center for

Drug Evaluation and Research (FDA-

CDER) publishes "reviewer guidance"
documents designed to help their staff in
the review of chromatographic methods
for adequate performance relative to the
regulations. One of these is a guidance
for the validation of chromatographic
methods (2). This is not law or policy,

but gives us a good idea ofwhat the
inspectors will look for in our methods.

Four of the quantirarive criteria are the

retention factor, k, (referred to as capac-
iry factor, A', in the document), tailing
factor, Tg, (Zin the document), resolu-
tion, ,R, and the column plate number,
-AI These are good measurements ro
make for the evaluation of any separa-

tion, and can form the core ofa system
suitabiliry test that is run before running
each batch of samples with a method.

Retention factor is a measure of the
distribution of the sample benveen the
mobile phase and the stationary phase,
but from a practical standpoinr is
another way to measure re(ention:

t  :  (h - ts) |  ts t l l

where rx and /s are the retention time
and column dead time, respectively.
These are defined as illustrated in Figure

1. The dead time usually is determined
either by injecting an unretained sub-
stance or identifring the first baseline

disturbance in the chromatogram, often
referred to as the solvent peak. Retention

time is measured from the time of injec-

tion to the peak maximum. Ideally, you

:."t*U. 
all peaks to be eluted in 2 (

k < 1 o.',r. ;", ;.':::::::;",,*-
performance, but 1 < k < 20 is accept-
able, especially for more complex sam-
ples. \7ith k < 2, peal<s can be poorly
resolved from the unretained material at
/6 in most chromatograms, and retention
is more sensitive to small changes in the
mobile phase composition than when 4
> 2. The FDA (2) recommends [ ) 2.
For Figure 1, ro : 1.00 min, /p1 : 3.00
min, and tpt:  3.40 min, so h: Q.OO
-  1 .00) /1 .00  :  2 .00  and k r :  2 .4 .

Thiling factor is sometimes referred to
as asymmetry factor (with a slightly dif:
ferent method of calculation), and meas-
ures the amount that a peak fronts or
tails:

T r : ( a + b ) t 2 a  t 2 l

where a and b are defined as shown in
Figure 1. A vertical line is dropped from
the peak apex and the front and back
half-width of a peak at 5% of the peak
height are measured. The FDA (2) rcc-
ommends Tr< 2, but you will have bet-
ter looking chromatograms, improved
quantification, and fewer problems sepa-
rating minor peals from major ones if
you target 4< 1.5. For peak 2 of Figure
l,  a :  0.10 min and b : 0.15 min, so
If :  (0.10 + 0.16)l(2 x 0.10) :  1.30.

Resolution measures the separation of
two peala in a chromatogram:

R , :  ( t z  - t )  1 0 . 5  ( w 1 * a t )

where /1 and t2 are the retention times
ofpeak 1 and peak 2, respectively, and
wt and u2 are the baseline peak widths
measured between tangents drawn to the
sides of the peak. Determination of the
baseline peak width is inconvenienr,

especially if the baseline is noisy or drift-
ing and ifthe peala are not fully sepa-
rated. Most workers prefer measuring the
peak width at half the peak height, eue.5,
as illustrated in Figure 1, because it is
easier and less error-prone. Now equa-
tion 3 becomes

4:Q2- t) I 1.7 X 0.5(ws.5,1+ uto.s,i I4l

For well-shaped peaks, the valley
between the peala reaches the baseline
for ( : 1.5, but this does nor guarantee

a complete separadon if there is any peak

tailing or degradation of the method over
time. The FDA (2) recommends R.> 2.
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For Figure !, wo.s,r: 0.112 min and
w0.5,2: 0.126 min, so 4 :

(3.40- 3.00) | r.7 x 0.5(0.1 1 2 + 0.126)
:  1.98.

The column plate number (also called
column efiicienry) is a measurement of

overdl column performance. The plate

number is influenced mo$ by the pack-
ing panicle size (smaller particles give
larger vdues of l0 and column length
(longer columns give larger values of N),
as well as many other less imponant fac-

tors, such as flow rate, temperature,

mobile phase composition, sample

molecular weight, and so forth. The plate

number is calculated as follows:

N :  t 6  l t y l  * ) z  t 5 l

but, as with the measurement of peak

width for resolution, it is easier to meas-

ure the width at half the peak height, so

most workers prefer to use

N : 5.54 (tx I  wo.)z 16l

A".* r5o;;..r*;i..;;
5-mm diameter particles or a 100-mm,

3-mm column will generate .A/: 12,000

or more with an well-behaved test com-

pound, but more in the range of N:

10,000 for real samples. The FDA (2)

recommends r\/ > 2000. This could be

obtained with a poorly performing 50-

mm, 5-mm column, so in my opinion,

this criteria is not worth much in terms

of evaluating the qudity of the column.

For peak I ofFigure l ,  N:

5.54(3.0010.112)2 : 3975. One thing to

keep in mind is that equations 5 and 5

are for isocratic separations; they will not

work for gradient conditions.

Now You Are Ready to Start
You have made a list of the requirements

ofyour method. You have both qualita-

tive (look and feel) and quantitative (R,

[, run time, and so forth) criteria that

you can use to determine if the method

is satisfactory. In other words, you know

where you are going. In the next install-

ments of this series, we'll look at how to

get to that goal. It really is quite simple,

again as stated by Lewis Carroll,

"Begin at the beginning and go on

until you come to the end: then stop."
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